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MyMyMyMyMyssssstttttererererery at Ry at Ry at Ry at Ry at Red Ped Ped Ped Ped Pass Junctionass Junctionass Junctionass Junctionass Junction
By Ron Bailey

The gleam of light from the window of the track maintenance of-
fice at Blue River, BC, suggested the roadmasters clerk was work-
ing overtime. The monthly requisitions for track material and sup-
plies from the twelve section headquarters along the rail line from
Jasper to Blue River were being processed.

Barring slides, washouts, wrecks or derailments, the monthly req-
uisitions were routine and predictable. One item, an order for two
45 gallon drums of railway gasoline from the section foreman at
Red Pass Junction stood out from all the others. This was twice the
amount normally required to fuel a one cylinder railway track
speeder on the daily track patrol carried out by a section crew. The
clerk decided not to advise the roadmaster for fear of getting the
section foreman at Red Pass in trouble and set the matter aside for
the time being.

Located forty three track miles west of Jasper on the CN mainline
to Vancouver, Red Pass Junction is located at the west end of Moose
Lake. Water flowing out of the lake over a natural weir becomes
the Fraser River. It is here that the rail line to Prince Rupert sepa-
rates from the Vancouver mainline, and follows the great river west-
ward.

At the time in question neither the Yellowhead highway nor the
Trans Mountain Pipeline had yet disturbed the solitude of the Red
Pass. There was no vehicular access to the isolated and remote
railway community so all services had to arrive by rail. Red Pass
Junction consisted of an amalgam of railway buildings and facili-
ties. There was a station, a water tank and a number of shacks and
dwellings to house track maintenance workers and the itinerant rail-
way telegraphers who manned the train order office. With all the
comings and goings of railway employees a hotel of sorts and a
separate but adjoining storage shed was constructed, then a small
general store was opened and the infrastructure of the community
was complete - almost.

Railway workers of that era were prone to imbibe on occasion and
the enterprising hotel owner decided to apply for a licensed
premises. He planned to turn the storage shed into a bar. One morn-
ing the liquor control board inspector from Victoria arrived on No.
4 to examine the proposal. He advised the owner that the applica-
tion could not be approved because regulations stated the main
building had to be connected to the licensed premises. Undeterred,
the owner went out and located a 16 ft. length of 2 x 4. He nailed
one end to the hotel and the other to the shed, thereby conforming
with the regulations of the liquor board.

Back to the clerk in Blue River and the unusual fuel order from the

Red Pass section foreman. The genesis of this mysterious request
had occurred a couple of weeks previous, many miles to the east.
Two intrepid aviators were readying a Fokker Universal at the float
plane base at Cooking Lake Alberta for a flight to Burns Lake BC.

One of the airman was a brash but personable young pilot named
Grant McConachie. His partner, a bush pilot in his own right named
Gil McLaren. The old Fokker was loaded down with mining mate-
rial to the limit and a little beyond, leaving no room for additional
gasoline to refuel en-route. McConachie was unconcerned how-
ever, he had grown up in a railway family and worked at odd rail-
way jobs during the summers so knew where the various section
headquarters were located. He remembered a long lake just east of
Mt. Robson and a little community at its westerly end. Surely some
railway fuel would be available there even if it was tinted a purple
colour to distinguish it from commercial product.

The wind on take off from Cooking Lake was a moderate north
westerly. At Hinton the velocity had increased to assume genuine
down slope proportions and began to impede the progress of the
flight. Over Jasper the pilots scan of the panel occurred at increas-
ing intervals and he passed a note back to his partner in the cabin.
As McConachie banked around Mt. Fitzwilliam both needles were
tilting ominously toward the empty mark. Ahead the emerald wa-
ters of Moose Lake reflecting from between the avalanche strewn
slopes of the Selwyn Range must have presented a welcome sight
indeed.

The railway siding of Rainbow was located at the easterly extrem-
ity of Moose Lake which extended some five miles west to the
community of Red Pass Junction. McConachie set up on final over
Rainbow hoping to get as far down the lake as he could before the
old Fokker gave up the ghost.

The arrival of the two aviators at Red Pass was akin to Lindbergs
landing in Paris, albeit to a somewhat lesser degree. Suffice it to
say, the licensed premises attached to the hotel was the scene of
much celebration and weighty negotiation that night. The next
morning the aircraft which had arrived the night before devoid of
fuel took off refreshed for continuation of its journey to Burns Lake
although the same could not be said of the flight crew.

Later that week the roadmaster returning from Jasper on his track
inspection car passed the Redpass crew working on the switch at
Rainbow. No mention was made of the aerial visitors. On passing
through Red Pass, he noted two empty fuel drums standing by the
section tool house. He stopped and withdrew a black book from
his hip pocket and made a note to himself to inquire about these
empty drums when he got back to Blue River.

The clerk had a ready explanation when questioned. The Albreda

“THE MOMENT OF TRUTH. 12:30 December 11, 1976, and the
Association’s collection is switched into APRA Park. Hidden from view
and actually pushing the train is CN locomotive 4217. In 5 minutes, 9000
will be on her own to complete the move.”

“FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, an APRA locomotive is switching at
APRA Park as 9000 starts 1392 on the last leg of this trip.”

“ENTERING APRA YARD TRACKAGE, 1392 gives a preview of displays
to come. Members giving signals are as cold as they look.”

“THE COLD GROUP - John Murray, Norm Corness, Don Scafe, Earl
Grotzki, Alex Garvin, Harrie Pollard, Paul McGee, Bill McCollum, John
deBleyser, Les Corness, Dec. 11. Photo by Peter Vander Sar.”

ABOVE: “THE COMFORTS OF HOME and a warm broom! Les Corness
sweeps snow from 73 after arrival at APRA Park, Dec. 11, 1976.”

LEFT: “Looking too smug, 9000 basks in the sunshine, its day’s work
complete. Don Scafe covers all glass while Norm Corness drains the
unit.”

Regular monthly APRA Meeting
First Tuesday of each month, 19:15 hours, Eastglen Composite High
School. All members welcome.
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(RIGHT UP IN FRONT continued on page 3)

Sub way freight had set out a “bad order” box car requiring a new
set of wheels at Red Pass. The road repair car from Jasper came
out to effect the repairs and noted that the car contained two empty
fuel drums which they deposited by the tool house before releasing
the car as serviceable. The roadmaster gave his clerk a wry look,
pulled out his black book and stroked out the note he had written to
himself thereby disposing of the matter.  t

Footnote - discerning motorists traveling west on the Yellowhead highway may
notice an insignificant street sign on the south side of the road, 69 km west of
Jasper signifying “Red Pass”. Following the side road south about a half a mile to
the outflow from Moose Lake, there is little evidence that a community ever ex-
isted there.. The station and dwellings are gone. The store, hotel and attached
licensed premises were destroyed by fire. The steel water tower was dismantled
when the diesel locomotive replaced the steam engine. A railway turnout, con-
trolled by a train dispatcher in Edmonton is all that remains of Red Pass Junction.
One might suspect that the ghosts of Grant McConachie, Gil McLaren, Rex Kiteley,
Bill Fitzer and other intrepid airmen who once made this an emergency fuel stop
are hovering around up there somewhere.

Administration Notes
By Ernie Townend

Museum activities are now well into the summer mode with a staff
of only two students this year. Applications had been made for three
people but only two were approved. Aaron and Anthony are prov-
ing to be very capable workers and have things well in hand.

This fall the Association will once again run a Casino, which is
scheduled for Friday November 29 and Saturday November 30 at
the Palace Casino in West Edmonton Mall. Please note those dates
and plan to be a volunteer. As the Casino only comes every two
years we budget for two years so we always have funds for start-up
on the second year. This means that some of the Casino funds go
into a GIC. For the first time in the life of the current Board, the
GIC has not been cashed in at start-up time. Thanks to Treasurer
Dave Osborne’s management; the Finance Committee that includes
Dave, Herb Dixon, Dave Martin, and your writer; and the support
of the rest of the Board, the Association now has an opportunity to
make improvements to facilities for accommodating Museum visi-
tors.

The Board has met six times so far in 2002, and will resume regu-
lar meetings in September. At the April meeting we had visitors,
namely Alan Vanterpool, Brad Rae, Jim Sexsmith and Norm Corness
who along with the Board, heard a presentation by Mr. Dave
Capelazo. Dave is a Preservation Advisor, Historic Sites Service,
Alberta Community Development and he presented a format that
could be followed to develop ex NAR 306, ex NAR 73 and the
NAR passenger train, formerly known as “The Blue Train”, into
industrial artifacts of significance in Alberta. As this could be a
very big fund raising project, and the Association’s manpower re-
sources are somewhat limited, the Board has not taken any action
on it as yet. Its time may come.

Also at the April meeting President Herb advised that the Alberta
Historical Society has presented their Award of Merit to the APRA
in recognition of the significant contribution the APRA has made
in preserving Alberta’s rail history. The award may be viewed at
the Museum in the St. Albert Station.

More recently the Association has been advised of the selection of
the Alberta Railway Museum as one of the “10Best” in our area,

and www.10Best.com is recommending the Museum to the world.
10Best Cityguides is a service to hotel chains, 20,000 travel agents
and 2.5 million wireless subscribers and was recently featured on
CBS MarketWatch.

The recognition by Alberta Community Development, the Alberta
Historical Society and 10Best speaks volumes about Herb’s lead-
ership, the Board’s collection and operating policies and the many
hours of work put in by our volunteers. I use the term “our volun-
teers” in an inclusive way because we are all members of this Asso-
ciation and all share in the accolades. Come to the Museum and
visit and share your support with those who continue with the daily
work required to keep the Museum as one of the best.

Museum activities to date included a Father’s Day special with a
display of Austin Mini cars. A visit by the North American Rail Car
Operators Association was on July 12. Tour groups continue to
visit. The first group arrived May 27 and at the time of writing
eight groups have visited with 114 young people, 30 adult leaders
and 55 seniors. Seven more bookings have been made, so our tour
guides - Tony Tyrkalo, Don Weymouth, Steven Begg, Dave
Osborne, Bill Harmon, Hans Huizinga and yours truly - will be
busy.  If you can help with this interesting activity please call the
Museum or any of the Board members who are listed elsewhere in
The Marker.

Thought for the day: “Give me the political economist, the sanitary
reformer, the engineer; and take your saints and virgins, relics and
miracles. The spinning-jenny and the railroad, Cunard’s liners and
the electric telegraph, are to me.... signs that we are, on some points
at least, in harmony with the universe.” Charles Kingsley, 1848.
t

�Right Up In Front�
(Unattributed article, possibly by Paul McGee, The Marker,

April 1977)
“The Elesco Is Right Up In Front” was the slogan used for many
years by The Superheater Company when promoting one of their
products, the Elesco Feed Water Heater. The slogan stems from the
usual location of these appliances on the locomotive - right up in
front. These devices were familiar appliances on most modern lo-
comotives, and in combination with the required feed water pump
replaced the injection system or injectors, which used steam to in-
ject water directly into the boiler.

When equipped with a feed water heater system, waste beat from
the steam exhausting from the cylinders was reclaimed, and as much
as 18% of the water in the steam was recycled. In 1929 it was
claimed that 58% of all the heat in the coal was lost in exhaust
steam going up the stack. With a feed water heater about 15% of
this waste is reclaimed, which saved as much coal, and permitted a
smaller boiler to develop the equivalent power. The derivation of
the 18% water condensation figure involves compounding the con-
densation rate of about 15%. If tender water capacity is 8000 gal-
lons, the 15% recovery rate recovers 1200 gallons. These 1200
gallons are also subject to recovery, yielding another 180 gallons,
which recovered again results in a further 27 gallons. Thus the 8000
gallons in the tender has become an effective 9407 gallons.

The Elesco Feed Water Heaters were almost always located in a
tubular casing as high as possible in front of the smoke stack. In

train. However, there was a curve in the track and by the time the
freight train got started backing up the mixed train was too close to
stop in time to avoid a collision.

On another occasion an extra freight eastbound, piloted by Noble
Findlay, mentioned earlier, was approaching the connection of the
coal branch line with the main line at Bickerdike. Findlay’s train
consisted largely of loaded gravel cars on the front end, for the
purpose of roadwork that was going on at that time, and miscella-
neous freight on the rest of the train. The conductor of the coal
train saw or heard the eastbound freight coming down the main
line and he ran across country to try to flag it but unfortunately it
was going too fast to stop in time.

The result was that the main line train hit the front end of the coal
train a short distance east of the crossover and there was a great
mixture of coal and gravel along the right-of-way, which the Cana-
dian National was subsequently willing to sell very cheaply to any-
one who wanted to take the trouble of sifting the gravel out of the
coal.

This was, of course, in the days before there was any signal system
in that area and all train movements were governed by train orders.
t

(RUGGED continued from previous page)

where the train was backed into the Calder Yard lead to await the
arrival of Railiner 697 from Grand Centre. Once 697 arrived at
North Edmonton, delayed like us by the weather, the remainder of
the 13-mile trip was uneventful, thanks in part to the clear track left
by the passage of the Railiner.

When the equipment arrived at APRA Park about 12:30 everything
proceeded unbelievably smoothly. CN’s 4217 backed the consist
slowly into the Museum’s “main line”, uncoupled, returned to CN’s
line, picked up its caboose, and backed out of sight. Then 9000,
which had been idling for the entire trip, took over, pulling 1392 as
far as the end of steel. Switches were turned to address the north
stall of the maintenance building, and 9000 slowly pushed 1392 to
the rear of her stall, sounding like out-of-tune-bagpipes as fresh
snow squeaked loudly under the wheels. Not a single track prob-
lem was observed, as this duo of locomotives became the first roll-
ing stock to traverse the 1700 feet of track and three switches lead-
ing to the building. The operation was repeated with 9000 placing
No. 73 in the south stall. Karl Soneff’s new track and witches had
performed flawlessly, even though the yard track was still
unballasted.

After moving the two steam locomotives inside, sand and 850 am-
peres combined forces as four splits were made in the train, as it
stood on the museum main line, to clear crossings and enhance
security. While 9000 had the job of placing the two steam locomo-
tives under cover, the 28-year-old locomotive would not fare as
well herself. Norm Corness brought 9000 to the end of steel again,
and backed it into the lead track of the south stall of the building
where it will spend the winter outside. A group photo was taken of
most of those still present, then in a symbolic gesture Association
President Paul McGee shut the 9000 down. Then the faithful diesel
was drained for the winter. Where great stoning streams of water
should have gushed forth, only a slow drip was evident. Frozen!
Norm rustled up a fusee from the Association’s caboose while Vice-

President Lorne Scheideman warmed up his flamethrower. The
fusee did the trick, although the Association’s Vice-President (Re-
sources) Bill McCollum almost learned the hard way that you never
carry a burning fusee upright -they have a nasty habit of dripping
molten phosphorous.

About this time our road was unexpectedly plowed out by the
Zaychuk family; minutes later a CBC reporter and cameraman team
drove in! While the Board had decided not to publicize the move,
the CBC had heard about it and by sheer willpower and determina-
tion tracked us down - no pun intended. Since we were surrounded
by over twenty antique railway cars and locomotives it was a little
difficult to deny the story, hence the CBC team obtained interviews
with Director Harrie Pollard and President Paul McGee, and on-
site films. Extensive coverage appeared on the 11:20 p.m. local
news that day, in colour no less. While this was going on, Norm
Corness and Lorne Scheideman, assisted by four members, removed
the batteries from 9000 and transported them to winter storage.

The day had been an unqualified success, and all members wore
broad smiles, which concealed their chattering teeth. A most re-
markable, successful, and cold day in the Association’s history drew
to a close, closing with it the first phase of construction at Edmon-
ton’s APRA Park Railway Museum, a name which our new site can
now honestly use. With the melting snows of spring, phase II of
construction will start. Members of the Association, with good rea-
son to be proud of their group, will be able to have a relaxed win-
ter, troubled only by “minor” details such as finding enough money
and supplies to complete the project, and scheduling spring con-
struction to permit an “open house while under construction” open-
ing in mid-summer. By no means just a task for the Board of Direc-
tors, your opinions, skills, and help are much needed. The Presi-
dent and Board thank the many members, present and past, who
have brought APRA Park from a concept to a reality, and look for
a high level of support in the years to come.  t

A collection of photographs that originally accompanied this article, along with
Paul McGee’s original captions, are reproduced below and on page 8.

(EXTRA continued from page 3)

“WE’RE HOME. APRA Park trackage viewed from the cab of 9000 after
placing 1392 and 73 in their new home. Ten inches of snow is on the
ground, and the temperature is -10° F [-23° C], but the operation is
almost trouble free. The dream of APRA Park is now a reality.”
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(RUGGED continued from Page 5)

(RUGGED continued on following page)

some cases either clearances or appearance considerations resulted
in the heater being placed a little lower (as in the CP Royal Hudsons).
With special hardware the heater could be placed much lower, on
the locomotive pilot. The preferred location, as high as possible,
permitted the condensed water to return to the tender by gravity.
The feed water pump was usually located about midway down the
boiler at running board height.

The feed water pump draws cold water from the tender and forces
this water into a multitude of small copper tubes in the feed water

(RIGHT UP IN FRONT continued from page 2) heater. Some of the exhaust steam from the cylinders, air pump,
and generator is routed through the heater where it loses heat to the
cold feed water. The feed water is thus heated to between 200° and
2500° F and enters the boiler at that temperature. About 15% of all
steam is condensed back to water; this water flows, by gravity, back
to the tender. An oil skimmer in the tender removes any oil (from
the cylinder lubricating system) before the water enters the tank. In
the common flat tender this oil is flushed out of the skimmer when
the tank is next refilled. In circular (Vanderbilt) tenders, the oil is
flushed out by the condensed water returning to the tank while the
water level is very high. The basic feed water heater in the pre-
ferred location is shown below.  t

President�s Column
By Herb Dixon

It’s show-time! On Sunday, July 14, 1392 and four cars – stock car
CN172755, flat car CNoR 28251, box car NAR 17913 and ca-
boose CN 78185 will depart the museum for a location on Lakeland
and Waterways Railway just north of Redwater.  Filming will be-
gin at 0600 on Monday July 15.

The film is entitled “Monte Walsh” and is an account of the first
contact between a cowboy and the railway.  The cars have been
painted in Union Pacific colors from the 1880s and appropriately
weathered.  The stock car looks really “used” by its occupants.

Thanks to both RailAmerica and Georgian Bay Productions for
getting the equipment ready for the production. The cars will be
repainted when they return.

At the same time Express Refrigerator CN 10648 has been sand-
blasted, primed and painted black.  The green and yellow will be
applied later as will the lettering.  Thanks to Master Blasters Inc
for a splendid job.

Aaron Ball is one of our summer interns.  He is developing the CN
Timeline for display.  The University of Alberta donated the dis-
play to us after they removed it from the Rutherford Library.  It was
originally created by CN for Expo 86.  It has been wired for elec-
tricity and will be displayed in NAR Mail Express 1454.  Terry
Wolfe has fabricated stands for it. Aaron is working on updating
CN history from 1986 to the present so that the display will reflect
the changes that CN has made in the last 16 years

We have recently obtained software that will read text and convert
it into Morse Code.  The telegraphers are setting it up so that the
cheerful sound of the sounder will fill the station and add ambi-
ence.

You will have noticed that some reprints are being introduced from
time to time into the Marker.  This is a form of refresher course.
We hope you will enjoy them as reminders of our museum herit-
age.

Regards,

President !!!!! Herb  t

people and at one time there were fifty-four sleepers full of people
parked in the yards.

During this period the Prince Rupert line, which was usually the
first one to go out when any kind of trouble developed in the way
of storms, miraculously was kept open. A number of people who
were unable to get out of Vancouver eastbound on either Canadian
Pacific or Canadian National were carried by ship to Prince Rupert
and there they were put on the mixed train to Jasper, which arrived
early in the morning. The passengers were then all lodged in the
Athabasca Hotel, compliments of Canadian National, but there was
no eastbound passenger train scheduled for a considerable period
because the trains that went as far west as Kamloops and turned
around and came back were running on pretty irregular schedules.

However, Canadian National was at that time running trains east
out of Edmonton on a regular schedule, so the passenger agent
came over to the hotel and informed these people that since they
didn’t have a regular passenger train for some considerable time to
Edmonton they would be willing to couple a coach on the end of a
fish train which was about due to arrive in Jasper from Prince Ru-
pert. This train would proceed to Edmonton after the fish cars had
been re-iced and it was expected to arrive in Edmonton in time to
make connections with the passenger train for the east that evening.

The passengers agreed and were duly deposited aboard the coach
on the tail end of the fish train. The engineer assigned to the run
was a gentleman named Noble Findlay, who had quite a reputation
as a ballast scorcher, and since they practically “gave him the rail-
road” he made very fast time as far as Edson at least, where an-
other engineer took over, but in any case one of the brakemen re-
ported later that the passengers got to Edmonton on time but none
of them seemed to enjoy their ride very much.

During the worst period of the winter of 1934-35, to add to the
other problems, an ice jam formed in the Athabasca River between
Jasper and the East Park Gate, with the result that the river was
running down the railroad bed for a distance of about a quarter of a
mile. The road master promptly arrived on the scene in the person
of Murray Churchill. He surveyed the situation and arranged for
two 4300 series engines with wedge plows on each end to be run
down to the scene of the diversion of the river and run up and down
to break the ice as it formed and thereby keep the railroad operat-
ing.

Whenever a train appeared the engines with plows attached had to
run to the nearest siding to let the train pass. After about eight hours
of this the consist had to be run to Jasper and exchanged for two
more engines because the ice would have built up to such an extent
that it was about a foot thick all over the undercarriage and up as
high as the running boards of the locomotives.

This operation went on for about two days until arrangements could
be made to blast a channel so that the river could go back into its
bed and away from the railway right-of-way.

Ernie Brown, a former Grand Trunk Pacific man, was one of the
conductors on the mixed train on the Prince Rupert line running as
far as McBride. Ernie was a bit of a sea lawyer, and on one occa-
sion during winter he started off with his train westbound. When he
reached Bed Pass Junction he received orders to park his train and

for his crew and himself to take their locomotive and couple it to a
snowplow, plow up to McBride, return to Red Pass Junction and
pick up the train and take it to McBride.

When all this was completed Ernie put in a ticket to the Prince
George office for all the mileage made by his crew on the mixed
train and on the snowplow extra plus 125 miles for each man for
“change of service en route”. The office at Prince George threw
this all back at him demanding an explanation. Ernie merely quoted
the appropriate section of the operating rules, which he was evi-
dently familiar with, and they had to pay all these men the mileage
demanded.

One of the features of that particular era, during the summer months,
was what were known as the Gladiolus Excursions. It seemed that
there was a Gladiolus Society in Edmonton, which persuaded Ca-
nadian National to run ridiculously low priced excursions from Ed-
monton to Vancouver and return.

On one occasion one of these Gladiolus Excursion trains left Ed-
monton an hour or so after No. 1 on a particular morning. How-
ever, the locomotive that was assigned to the excursion train had
just come out of the back shop in Winnipeg after extensive over-
hauling. One of the main bearings on a driver on the right side of
the locomotive started running hot with the result the crew had to
stop the train periodically and cool down the bearing and proceed
again until it got hot again to the point where it again had to be
cooled. The result of all this was that this train, which normally
would have arrived at Jasper about 3 o’clock in the afternoon, fi-
nally arrived about 6:30 p.m. and all those hungry people, who
hadn’t had anything to eat since breakfast, it being strictly a coach
excursion, descended on all the restaurants in Jasper which were
open at the time and had the effect of practically swamping them.
However, they all seemed to be able to get something to eat and
boarded the train and went away again in a cloud of dust.

Although the amount of traffic during the Dirty Thirties was very
light as compared with the volume nowadays there still managed
to be the odd derailment or collision with the result that the “big
hook” was sometimes called into service. When the roundhouse
whistle started blowing either four blasts or five blasts, depending
on whether the problem was west or east of Jasper, everybody in
town pricked up their ears and within a few minutes numerous gen-
tlemen could be seen heading briskly for the roundhouse with their
working clothes and their lunch buckets tucked under their arms.
In about half an hour or so the wrecking crew’s train would be
made up, furnished with orders and would head off in the direction
of the problem.

On one occasion the crew of an eastbound extra freight was rolling
along merrily when the engineer said to the rookie brakeman: “Isn’t
this the day the local runs?” - meaning the westbound mixed train.
The brakeman replied, “No, it’s tomorrow.” The result was that
instead of stopping and heading into the siding the train proceeded
down the main line.

The conductor immediately realized that they were not taking the
siding so he pulled the air in the caboose and started running to-
wards the head end. In the meantime the rookie brakeman started
back towards the rear end to find out why the train had been stopped.
The conductor yelled at him to get down there and flag the mixed

EXTRA: Rolling Stock Now At APRA
Park

By Paul McGee
(Reprinted from The Marker, December 12, 1976)

Daugh, Alberta, Dec. 11. At 12:30 today a CN special train deliv-
ered the rolling stock of the Alberta Pioneer Railway Association
to its new home at APRA Park. The single GP-9 #4217 backed the
approximately 20 cars and 3 locomotives onto the main line of the
railway museum, with the Association’s historic F3 diesel unit #9000
positioned where it would be able to switch the two steam locomo-
tives into their new home. As the CN crew departed the sun broke
through the clouds that until an hour before had been dumping heavy
snow on the museum and low angle sunshine flooded the scene.

Prior to the arrival of the special train APRA members had walked
into the site through the heavy snow on the ground, which had fallen
since the completion of trackwork the previous Saturday. These
members had shovelled out the three switches, removed snow drifts
as deep as three feet and cleared all track down to the top of the
rail, working in sub-zero Fahrenheit temperatures.

At CN’s city yards, members had arrived before 7 a.m. anticipating
the move starting at 7:30. Snow clogged switches in the yards de-
layed the start of the move until 8:45 when CN locomotive 4217
finally arrived. When the train air was pumped up, the air line in
APRA 100, the concession car, ruptured after years of not being
used, despite it having been inspected and tested the day before.
The yard switcher returned this one car to the spur. Then it was
found that, because of the cold, CNS 4217 could not move the
string of cars and three locomotives alone, and a yard switcher
again came to the rescue. When the train reached CN’s downtown
station, curious passengers on No. 1, the westbound
Supercontinental watched as Norm Corness forced open the tightly
sealed cab of locomotive 1392 in order to release its brakes. The
brakes had been tampered with after 1392 returned from her role in
“Days of Heaven”, with the result that her wheels were skidding. A
yard switcher was again recruited for the needed boost to get the
still-stiff string of equipment rolling towards North Edmonton,
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A Bit of Nostalgia
By Norm Corness

In an issue of the Marker a while back our most reliable contribu-
tor, Alan Vanterpool, listed the old Canadian Northern locomo-
tives that served Edmonton, the last one being #103.

As a boy in 1936, I remember seeing #103 hidden away on a track
within the Exhibition Grounds. At the time I did not know why it
was there or what significance it had. The track branched off east-
ward from the siding west of the old Edmonton Gardens (near the
north-west entrance) and went into the property along the fence
south-easterly towards the old Manufacturers Building where the
big slide now sits. This track served the many school exhibit build-
ings along this edge of the grounds - home economics, general shop,
etc. - a must-see every time the Exhibition came.

In the July 13 1926 issue of the Edmonton Journal, a report was

As it happened, it was on the far eastern end of this track that our
own #1392 was placed after it was removed from the City Yard
roundhouse. The photograph [right] shows #1392 ready at Calder
to be given to the City of Edmonton on November 20 1957. It was
stored in the City Yard roundhouse over the winter. Somehow the
Exhibition Association gained control of the locomotive, even
though it had been given to the city.

The external features of #1392 had been overhauled before pres-
entation, but not the hidden features such as brake rigging and spring
gear. Another photograph [below] shows #1392 at the end of the
above-mentioned track in August 1961, in much worse shape than
when given to the city less than four years earlier.

A few years later the Exhibition Committee brought the engine out
in front for better viewing and gave permission for the APRA to
exhibit it during Exhibition week. Because of this exposure, we
were contacted to become custodian of the locomotive when it be-
came evident that it would not fit in to the Committee’s plans of
upgrading and expansion.

Thus it was that in November of 1970 we acquired possession of
#1392.  t

printed on #103 “coming home” after 21 years. On November 24
1905 it had brought the first train into Edmonton and on July 12
1926 it was presented to Mayor Blatchford supposedly to occupy a
place of honour in the newly-proposed Civic Centre. None of this
materialised.

The Civic Centre idea was to copy that of Winnipeg, where their
first engine, #374, was put on display. No one came forward to
follow up on the plan and so #103 was laid up in the City Yard west
of 101 Street for some time before being moved to the spur in the
Exhibition Grounds.

Boys made a playhouse out of it and the neighbours began to com-
plain. In late 1936 it was taken to Calder Yards, where it also got in
the way. Finally in 1938 came the order to scrap #103. The  accom-
panying photograph [below] was in the Journal at the time and I
found it in my school scrapbook.

Rugged Railroading in the Dirty
Thirties

By John Meikle
(From The Marker, September 1976)

In the years 1934, 35, and 36 the country was in a deep financial
depression and the railroads were very seriously affected by the
poor business conditions.

At Jasper, which of course is a divisional point on Canadian Na-
tional, only employees with “lots of whiskers” were able to hold
jobs during this period.

The Continental, which was the name given to the transcontinental
passenger train of the day, consisted usually of about eight cars
hauled by a mountain type (4-8-2) of the 6000 series. 6054 and
6055 were the two engines during most of this period that hauled
this train as far west as Jasper. They were coal burners, as were all
the locomotives of that day operating east of Jasper. At Jasper the
6054 or 6055 were replaced by oil burning engines with wooden
pilots and swivel headlights, numbered 6057 and 6058.

The freight trains on the main line were hauled by Santa Fe type
engines (2-10-2) of the 4300 series.

There was a mixed train operating three days a week each way
between Edmonton and Jasper that was pulled by a 5100 series
Pacific.

The Prince Rupert mixed train was usually pulled in the summer
months by a 2700 series engine, but during the period of the spring
break-up, when the roadbed tended to get rather soft, these engines
were replaced by 4300s on the theory that long wheelbase engines
like the 4300s would more likely roll over a soft depression in the

roadbed without ditching as against the shorter wheelbase 2700s.

The local residents used to describe the three times a week each
way service on the Prince Rupert line from Jasper as a “try weekly”
service. They used to say if they don’t make it this week they will
try again next week. There was a “time freight” each way daily
through Jasper, No. 403 eastbound. Most of the remainder of the
freight traffic was operated as extra trains.

There was also one switch crew that started work daily at 6 a.m.
and finished at 2 p.m. or earlier if they managed to get all their
work done before that time. If the passenger train westbound, which
was due in Jasper at 1:50 p.m., had any switching to do, the road
crew had to do it. The engine used for switching was No. 7404 (0-
6-0), a slope-back tender type, and there was another similar en-
gine held in reserve in case the 7404 was out of service for any
reason.

The locomotive foreman at Jasper during the 1934-35 period was
a very easy-going type, with the result that the employees were
rather casual in their attendance at work at the roundhouse. They
used to go home for lunch in the middle of their shift and so on.
However, later on a Mr. Steeves took over as locomotive foreman
and these practices were very quickly changed.

On one occasion one of the wipers from the roundhouse was hav-
ing his dinner in the restaurant in the station, which was known
locally as the “Beanery”, one Sunday evening when the waitress
happened to make some mention of the train; the wiper said “What
train do you mean?” She said “the one just outside on the track
here.” He suddenly realized that he hadn’t prepared the engine for
the mixed train to Edmonton which was scheduled to leave at 7:30
p.m. He headed for the roundhouse on the dead run and found when
he got inside that there were about six gentlemen grouped around
the Pacific trying to get enough steam up to move the thing. When
the crew arrived and found out what the situation was, knowing
that they had some switching to do before they left, they found that
there was enough steam in the switcher’s boiler to get their switch-
ing done and by the time they accomplished this maybe the other
engine would be hot enough for service. As it turned out the train
departed about fifteen minutes late and the crew put the delay down
to switching so our hero got off the hook.

The winter of 1934-35 was a very severe one. In January the weather
turned very cold with a heavy snowfall and high winds, which re-
sulted in drifting conditions in the mountain areas. The west coast
area was also affected at the same time by heavy rain, high winds
and flooding conditions.

There was one time during this period of storms when there were
no trains in or out of Vancouver on any railroad for five days. This
included the Great Northern from Seattle. Both the Canadian Pa-
cific and the Canadian National had blockages in the Fraser Can-
yon, with the result that the passenger trains on both railroads were
being operated as far west as Kamloops and then turned and headed
back east.

The result was that passengers in sleeping cars in these westbound
trains remained in their cars and the cars were parked in the
Kamloops yards until such time as the lines west of there on both
railroads would be cleared. All the hotels in Kamloops were full of

(RUGGED continued on Page 6)
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some cases either clearances or appearance considerations resulted
in the heater being placed a little lower (as in the CP Royal Hudsons).
With special hardware the heater could be placed much lower, on
the locomotive pilot. The preferred location, as high as possible,
permitted the condensed water to return to the tender by gravity.
The feed water pump was usually located about midway down the
boiler at running board height.

The feed water pump draws cold water from the tender and forces
this water into a multitude of small copper tubes in the feed water

(RIGHT UP IN FRONT continued from page 2) heater. Some of the exhaust steam from the cylinders, air pump,
and generator is routed through the heater where it loses heat to the
cold feed water. The feed water is thus heated to between 200° and
2500° F and enters the boiler at that temperature. About 15% of all
steam is condensed back to water; this water flows, by gravity, back
to the tender. An oil skimmer in the tender removes any oil (from
the cylinder lubricating system) before the water enters the tank. In
the common flat tender this oil is flushed out of the skimmer when
the tank is next refilled. In circular (Vanderbilt) tenders, the oil is
flushed out by the condensed water returning to the tank while the
water level is very high. The basic feed water heater in the pre-
ferred location is shown below.  t

President�s Column
By Herb Dixon

It’s show-time! On Sunday, July 14, 1392 and four cars – stock car
CN172755, flat car CNoR 28251, box car NAR 17913 and ca-
boose CN 78185 will depart the museum for a location on Lakeland
and Waterways Railway just north of Redwater.  Filming will be-
gin at 0600 on Monday July 15.

The film is entitled “Monte Walsh” and is an account of the first
contact between a cowboy and the railway.  The cars have been
painted in Union Pacific colors from the 1880s and appropriately
weathered.  The stock car looks really “used” by its occupants.

Thanks to both RailAmerica and Georgian Bay Productions for
getting the equipment ready for the production. The cars will be
repainted when they return.

At the same time Express Refrigerator CN 10648 has been sand-
blasted, primed and painted black.  The green and yellow will be
applied later as will the lettering.  Thanks to Master Blasters Inc
for a splendid job.

Aaron Ball is one of our summer interns.  He is developing the CN
Timeline for display.  The University of Alberta donated the dis-
play to us after they removed it from the Rutherford Library.  It was
originally created by CN for Expo 86.  It has been wired for elec-
tricity and will be displayed in NAR Mail Express 1454.  Terry
Wolfe has fabricated stands for it. Aaron is working on updating
CN history from 1986 to the present so that the display will reflect
the changes that CN has made in the last 16 years

We have recently obtained software that will read text and convert
it into Morse Code.  The telegraphers are setting it up so that the
cheerful sound of the sounder will fill the station and add ambi-
ence.

You will have noticed that some reprints are being introduced from
time to time into the Marker.  This is a form of refresher course.
We hope you will enjoy them as reminders of our museum herit-
age.

Regards,

President !!!!! Herb  t

people and at one time there were fifty-four sleepers full of people
parked in the yards.

During this period the Prince Rupert line, which was usually the
first one to go out when any kind of trouble developed in the way
of storms, miraculously was kept open. A number of people who
were unable to get out of Vancouver eastbound on either Canadian
Pacific or Canadian National were carried by ship to Prince Rupert
and there they were put on the mixed train to Jasper, which arrived
early in the morning. The passengers were then all lodged in the
Athabasca Hotel, compliments of Canadian National, but there was
no eastbound passenger train scheduled for a considerable period
because the trains that went as far west as Kamloops and turned
around and came back were running on pretty irregular schedules.

However, Canadian National was at that time running trains east
out of Edmonton on a regular schedule, so the passenger agent
came over to the hotel and informed these people that since they
didn’t have a regular passenger train for some considerable time to
Edmonton they would be willing to couple a coach on the end of a
fish train which was about due to arrive in Jasper from Prince Ru-
pert. This train would proceed to Edmonton after the fish cars had
been re-iced and it was expected to arrive in Edmonton in time to
make connections with the passenger train for the east that evening.

The passengers agreed and were duly deposited aboard the coach
on the tail end of the fish train. The engineer assigned to the run
was a gentleman named Noble Findlay, who had quite a reputation
as a ballast scorcher, and since they practically “gave him the rail-
road” he made very fast time as far as Edson at least, where an-
other engineer took over, but in any case one of the brakemen re-
ported later that the passengers got to Edmonton on time but none
of them seemed to enjoy their ride very much.

During the worst period of the winter of 1934-35, to add to the
other problems, an ice jam formed in the Athabasca River between
Jasper and the East Park Gate, with the result that the river was
running down the railroad bed for a distance of about a quarter of a
mile. The road master promptly arrived on the scene in the person
of Murray Churchill. He surveyed the situation and arranged for
two 4300 series engines with wedge plows on each end to be run
down to the scene of the diversion of the river and run up and down
to break the ice as it formed and thereby keep the railroad operat-
ing.

Whenever a train appeared the engines with plows attached had to
run to the nearest siding to let the train pass. After about eight hours
of this the consist had to be run to Jasper and exchanged for two
more engines because the ice would have built up to such an extent
that it was about a foot thick all over the undercarriage and up as
high as the running boards of the locomotives.

This operation went on for about two days until arrangements could
be made to blast a channel so that the river could go back into its
bed and away from the railway right-of-way.

Ernie Brown, a former Grand Trunk Pacific man, was one of the
conductors on the mixed train on the Prince Rupert line running as
far as McBride. Ernie was a bit of a sea lawyer, and on one occa-
sion during winter he started off with his train westbound. When he
reached Bed Pass Junction he received orders to park his train and

for his crew and himself to take their locomotive and couple it to a
snowplow, plow up to McBride, return to Red Pass Junction and
pick up the train and take it to McBride.

When all this was completed Ernie put in a ticket to the Prince
George office for all the mileage made by his crew on the mixed
train and on the snowplow extra plus 125 miles for each man for
“change of service en route”. The office at Prince George threw
this all back at him demanding an explanation. Ernie merely quoted
the appropriate section of the operating rules, which he was evi-
dently familiar with, and they had to pay all these men the mileage
demanded.

One of the features of that particular era, during the summer months,
was what were known as the Gladiolus Excursions. It seemed that
there was a Gladiolus Society in Edmonton, which persuaded Ca-
nadian National to run ridiculously low priced excursions from Ed-
monton to Vancouver and return.

On one occasion one of these Gladiolus Excursion trains left Ed-
monton an hour or so after No. 1 on a particular morning. How-
ever, the locomotive that was assigned to the excursion train had
just come out of the back shop in Winnipeg after extensive over-
hauling. One of the main bearings on a driver on the right side of
the locomotive started running hot with the result the crew had to
stop the train periodically and cool down the bearing and proceed
again until it got hot again to the point where it again had to be
cooled. The result of all this was that this train, which normally
would have arrived at Jasper about 3 o’clock in the afternoon, fi-
nally arrived about 6:30 p.m. and all those hungry people, who
hadn’t had anything to eat since breakfast, it being strictly a coach
excursion, descended on all the restaurants in Jasper which were
open at the time and had the effect of practically swamping them.
However, they all seemed to be able to get something to eat and
boarded the train and went away again in a cloud of dust.

Although the amount of traffic during the Dirty Thirties was very
light as compared with the volume nowadays there still managed
to be the odd derailment or collision with the result that the “big
hook” was sometimes called into service. When the roundhouse
whistle started blowing either four blasts or five blasts, depending
on whether the problem was west or east of Jasper, everybody in
town pricked up their ears and within a few minutes numerous gen-
tlemen could be seen heading briskly for the roundhouse with their
working clothes and their lunch buckets tucked under their arms.
In about half an hour or so the wrecking crew’s train would be
made up, furnished with orders and would head off in the direction
of the problem.

On one occasion the crew of an eastbound extra freight was rolling
along merrily when the engineer said to the rookie brakeman: “Isn’t
this the day the local runs?” - meaning the westbound mixed train.
The brakeman replied, “No, it’s tomorrow.” The result was that
instead of stopping and heading into the siding the train proceeded
down the main line.

The conductor immediately realized that they were not taking the
siding so he pulled the air in the caboose and started running to-
wards the head end. In the meantime the rookie brakeman started
back towards the rear end to find out why the train had been stopped.
The conductor yelled at him to get down there and flag the mixed

EXTRA: Rolling Stock Now At APRA
Park

By Paul McGee
(Reprinted from The Marker, December 12, 1976)

Daugh, Alberta, Dec. 11. At 12:30 today a CN special train deliv-
ered the rolling stock of the Alberta Pioneer Railway Association
to its new home at APRA Park. The single GP-9 #4217 backed the
approximately 20 cars and 3 locomotives onto the main line of the
railway museum, with the Association’s historic F3 diesel unit #9000
positioned where it would be able to switch the two steam locomo-
tives into their new home. As the CN crew departed the sun broke
through the clouds that until an hour before had been dumping heavy
snow on the museum and low angle sunshine flooded the scene.

Prior to the arrival of the special train APRA members had walked
into the site through the heavy snow on the ground, which had fallen
since the completion of trackwork the previous Saturday. These
members had shovelled out the three switches, removed snow drifts
as deep as three feet and cleared all track down to the top of the
rail, working in sub-zero Fahrenheit temperatures.

At CN’s city yards, members had arrived before 7 a.m. anticipating
the move starting at 7:30. Snow clogged switches in the yards de-
layed the start of the move until 8:45 when CN locomotive 4217
finally arrived. When the train air was pumped up, the air line in
APRA 100, the concession car, ruptured after years of not being
used, despite it having been inspected and tested the day before.
The yard switcher returned this one car to the spur. Then it was
found that, because of the cold, CNS 4217 could not move the
string of cars and three locomotives alone, and a yard switcher
again came to the rescue. When the train reached CN’s downtown
station, curious passengers on No. 1, the westbound
Supercontinental watched as Norm Corness forced open the tightly
sealed cab of locomotive 1392 in order to release its brakes. The
brakes had been tampered with after 1392 returned from her role in
“Days of Heaven”, with the result that her wheels were skidding. A
yard switcher was again recruited for the needed boost to get the
still-stiff string of equipment rolling towards North Edmonton,
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(MYSTERY continued from Page 1)

(RIGHT UP IN FRONT continued on page 3)

Sub way freight had set out a “bad order” box car requiring a new
set of wheels at Red Pass. The road repair car from Jasper came
out to effect the repairs and noted that the car contained two empty
fuel drums which they deposited by the tool house before releasing
the car as serviceable. The roadmaster gave his clerk a wry look,
pulled out his black book and stroked out the note he had written to
himself thereby disposing of the matter.  t

Footnote - discerning motorists traveling west on the Yellowhead highway may
notice an insignificant street sign on the south side of the road, 69 km west of
Jasper signifying “Red Pass”. Following the side road south about a half a mile to
the outflow from Moose Lake, there is little evidence that a community ever ex-
isted there.. The station and dwellings are gone. The store, hotel and attached
licensed premises were destroyed by fire. The steel water tower was dismantled
when the diesel locomotive replaced the steam engine. A railway turnout, con-
trolled by a train dispatcher in Edmonton is all that remains of Red Pass Junction.
One might suspect that the ghosts of Grant McConachie, Gil McLaren, Rex Kiteley,
Bill Fitzer and other intrepid airmen who once made this an emergency fuel stop
are hovering around up there somewhere.

Administration Notes
By Ernie Townend

Museum activities are now well into the summer mode with a staff
of only two students this year. Applications had been made for three
people but only two were approved. Aaron and Anthony are prov-
ing to be very capable workers and have things well in hand.

This fall the Association will once again run a Casino, which is
scheduled for Friday November 29 and Saturday November 30 at
the Palace Casino in West Edmonton Mall. Please note those dates
and plan to be a volunteer. As the Casino only comes every two
years we budget for two years so we always have funds for start-up
on the second year. This means that some of the Casino funds go
into a GIC. For the first time in the life of the current Board, the
GIC has not been cashed in at start-up time. Thanks to Treasurer
Dave Osborne’s management; the Finance Committee that includes
Dave, Herb Dixon, Dave Martin, and your writer; and the support
of the rest of the Board, the Association now has an opportunity to
make improvements to facilities for accommodating Museum visi-
tors.

The Board has met six times so far in 2002, and will resume regu-
lar meetings in September. At the April meeting we had visitors,
namely Alan Vanterpool, Brad Rae, Jim Sexsmith and Norm Corness
who along with the Board, heard a presentation by Mr. Dave
Capelazo. Dave is a Preservation Advisor, Historic Sites Service,
Alberta Community Development and he presented a format that
could be followed to develop ex NAR 306, ex NAR 73 and the
NAR passenger train, formerly known as “The Blue Train”, into
industrial artifacts of significance in Alberta. As this could be a
very big fund raising project, and the Association’s manpower re-
sources are somewhat limited, the Board has not taken any action
on it as yet. Its time may come.

Also at the April meeting President Herb advised that the Alberta
Historical Society has presented their Award of Merit to the APRA
in recognition of the significant contribution the APRA has made
in preserving Alberta’s rail history. The award may be viewed at
the Museum in the St. Albert Station.

More recently the Association has been advised of the selection of
the Alberta Railway Museum as one of the “10Best” in our area,

and www.10Best.com is recommending the Museum to the world.
10Best Cityguides is a service to hotel chains, 20,000 travel agents
and 2.5 million wireless subscribers and was recently featured on
CBS MarketWatch.

The recognition by Alberta Community Development, the Alberta
Historical Society and 10Best speaks volumes about Herb’s lead-
ership, the Board’s collection and operating policies and the many
hours of work put in by our volunteers. I use the term “our volun-
teers” in an inclusive way because we are all members of this Asso-
ciation and all share in the accolades. Come to the Museum and
visit and share your support with those who continue with the daily
work required to keep the Museum as one of the best.

Museum activities to date included a Father’s Day special with a
display of Austin Mini cars. A visit by the North American Rail Car
Operators Association was on July 12. Tour groups continue to
visit. The first group arrived May 27 and at the time of writing
eight groups have visited with 114 young people, 30 adult leaders
and 55 seniors. Seven more bookings have been made, so our tour
guides - Tony Tyrkalo, Don Weymouth, Steven Begg, Dave
Osborne, Bill Harmon, Hans Huizinga and yours truly - will be
busy.  If you can help with this interesting activity please call the
Museum or any of the Board members who are listed elsewhere in
The Marker.

Thought for the day: “Give me the political economist, the sanitary
reformer, the engineer; and take your saints and virgins, relics and
miracles. The spinning-jenny and the railroad, Cunard’s liners and
the electric telegraph, are to me.... signs that we are, on some points
at least, in harmony with the universe.” Charles Kingsley, 1848.
t

�Right Up In Front�
(Unattributed article, possibly by Paul McGee, The Marker,

April 1977)
“The Elesco Is Right Up In Front” was the slogan used for many
years by The Superheater Company when promoting one of their
products, the Elesco Feed Water Heater. The slogan stems from the
usual location of these appliances on the locomotive - right up in
front. These devices were familiar appliances on most modern lo-
comotives, and in combination with the required feed water pump
replaced the injection system or injectors, which used steam to in-
ject water directly into the boiler.

When equipped with a feed water heater system, waste beat from
the steam exhausting from the cylinders was reclaimed, and as much
as 18% of the water in the steam was recycled. In 1929 it was
claimed that 58% of all the heat in the coal was lost in exhaust
steam going up the stack. With a feed water heater about 15% of
this waste is reclaimed, which saved as much coal, and permitted a
smaller boiler to develop the equivalent power. The derivation of
the 18% water condensation figure involves compounding the con-
densation rate of about 15%. If tender water capacity is 8000 gal-
lons, the 15% recovery rate recovers 1200 gallons. These 1200
gallons are also subject to recovery, yielding another 180 gallons,
which recovered again results in a further 27 gallons. Thus the 8000
gallons in the tender has become an effective 9407 gallons.

The Elesco Feed Water Heaters were almost always located in a
tubular casing as high as possible in front of the smoke stack. In

train. However, there was a curve in the track and by the time the
freight train got started backing up the mixed train was too close to
stop in time to avoid a collision.

On another occasion an extra freight eastbound, piloted by Noble
Findlay, mentioned earlier, was approaching the connection of the
coal branch line with the main line at Bickerdike. Findlay’s train
consisted largely of loaded gravel cars on the front end, for the
purpose of roadwork that was going on at that time, and miscella-
neous freight on the rest of the train. The conductor of the coal
train saw or heard the eastbound freight coming down the main
line and he ran across country to try to flag it but unfortunately it
was going too fast to stop in time.

The result was that the main line train hit the front end of the coal
train a short distance east of the crossover and there was a great
mixture of coal and gravel along the right-of-way, which the Cana-
dian National was subsequently willing to sell very cheaply to any-
one who wanted to take the trouble of sifting the gravel out of the
coal.

This was, of course, in the days before there was any signal system
in that area and all train movements were governed by train orders.
t

(RUGGED continued from previous page)

where the train was backed into the Calder Yard lead to await the
arrival of Railiner 697 from Grand Centre. Once 697 arrived at
North Edmonton, delayed like us by the weather, the remainder of
the 13-mile trip was uneventful, thanks in part to the clear track left
by the passage of the Railiner.

When the equipment arrived at APRA Park about 12:30 everything
proceeded unbelievably smoothly. CN’s 4217 backed the consist
slowly into the Museum’s “main line”, uncoupled, returned to CN’s
line, picked up its caboose, and backed out of sight. Then 9000,
which had been idling for the entire trip, took over, pulling 1392 as
far as the end of steel. Switches were turned to address the north
stall of the maintenance building, and 9000 slowly pushed 1392 to
the rear of her stall, sounding like out-of-tune-bagpipes as fresh
snow squeaked loudly under the wheels. Not a single track prob-
lem was observed, as this duo of locomotives became the first roll-
ing stock to traverse the 1700 feet of track and three switches lead-
ing to the building. The operation was repeated with 9000 placing
No. 73 in the south stall. Karl Soneff’s new track and witches had
performed flawlessly, even though the yard track was still
unballasted.

After moving the two steam locomotives inside, sand and 850 am-
peres combined forces as four splits were made in the train, as it
stood on the museum main line, to clear crossings and enhance
security. While 9000 had the job of placing the two steam locomo-
tives under cover, the 28-year-old locomotive would not fare as
well herself. Norm Corness brought 9000 to the end of steel again,
and backed it into the lead track of the south stall of the building
where it will spend the winter outside. A group photo was taken of
most of those still present, then in a symbolic gesture Association
President Paul McGee shut the 9000 down. Then the faithful diesel
was drained for the winter. Where great stoning streams of water
should have gushed forth, only a slow drip was evident. Frozen!
Norm rustled up a fusee from the Association’s caboose while Vice-

President Lorne Scheideman warmed up his flamethrower. The
fusee did the trick, although the Association’s Vice-President (Re-
sources) Bill McCollum almost learned the hard way that you never
carry a burning fusee upright -they have a nasty habit of dripping
molten phosphorous.

About this time our road was unexpectedly plowed out by the
Zaychuk family; minutes later a CBC reporter and cameraman team
drove in! While the Board had decided not to publicize the move,
the CBC had heard about it and by sheer willpower and determina-
tion tracked us down - no pun intended. Since we were surrounded
by over twenty antique railway cars and locomotives it was a little
difficult to deny the story, hence the CBC team obtained interviews
with Director Harrie Pollard and President Paul McGee, and on-
site films. Extensive coverage appeared on the 11:20 p.m. local
news that day, in colour no less. While this was going on, Norm
Corness and Lorne Scheideman, assisted by four members, removed
the batteries from 9000 and transported them to winter storage.

The day had been an unqualified success, and all members wore
broad smiles, which concealed their chattering teeth. A most re-
markable, successful, and cold day in the Association’s history drew
to a close, closing with it the first phase of construction at Edmon-
ton’s APRA Park Railway Museum, a name which our new site can
now honestly use. With the melting snows of spring, phase II of
construction will start. Members of the Association, with good rea-
son to be proud of their group, will be able to have a relaxed win-
ter, troubled only by “minor” details such as finding enough money
and supplies to complete the project, and scheduling spring con-
struction to permit an “open house while under construction” open-
ing in mid-summer. By no means just a task for the Board of Direc-
tors, your opinions, skills, and help are much needed. The Presi-
dent and Board thank the many members, present and past, who
have brought APRA Park from a concept to a reality, and look for
a high level of support in the years to come.  t

A collection of photographs that originally accompanied this article, along with
Paul McGee’s original captions, are reproduced below and on page 8.

(EXTRA continued from page 3)

“WE’RE HOME. APRA Park trackage viewed from the cab of 9000 after
placing 1392 and 73 in their new home. Ten inches of snow is on the
ground, and the temperature is -10° F [-23° C], but the operation is
almost trouble free. The dream of APRA Park is now a reality.”
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MyMyMyMyMyssssstttttererererery at Ry at Ry at Ry at Ry at Red Ped Ped Ped Ped Pass Junctionass Junctionass Junctionass Junctionass Junction
By Ron Bailey

The gleam of light from the window of the track maintenance of-
fice at Blue River, BC, suggested the roadmasters clerk was work-
ing overtime. The monthly requisitions for track material and sup-
plies from the twelve section headquarters along the rail line from
Jasper to Blue River were being processed.

Barring slides, washouts, wrecks or derailments, the monthly req-
uisitions were routine and predictable. One item, an order for two
45 gallon drums of railway gasoline from the section foreman at
Red Pass Junction stood out from all the others. This was twice the
amount normally required to fuel a one cylinder railway track
speeder on the daily track patrol carried out by a section crew. The
clerk decided not to advise the roadmaster for fear of getting the
section foreman at Red Pass in trouble and set the matter aside for
the time being.

Located forty three track miles west of Jasper on the CN mainline
to Vancouver, Red Pass Junction is located at the west end of Moose
Lake. Water flowing out of the lake over a natural weir becomes
the Fraser River. It is here that the rail line to Prince Rupert sepa-
rates from the Vancouver mainline, and follows the great river west-
ward.

At the time in question neither the Yellowhead highway nor the
Trans Mountain Pipeline had yet disturbed the solitude of the Red
Pass. There was no vehicular access to the isolated and remote
railway community so all services had to arrive by rail. Red Pass
Junction consisted of an amalgam of railway buildings and facili-
ties. There was a station, a water tank and a number of shacks and
dwellings to house track maintenance workers and the itinerant rail-
way telegraphers who manned the train order office. With all the
comings and goings of railway employees a hotel of sorts and a
separate but adjoining storage shed was constructed, then a small
general store was opened and the infrastructure of the community
was complete - almost.

Railway workers of that era were prone to imbibe on occasion and
the enterprising hotel owner decided to apply for a licensed
premises. He planned to turn the storage shed into a bar. One morn-
ing the liquor control board inspector from Victoria arrived on No.
4 to examine the proposal. He advised the owner that the applica-
tion could not be approved because regulations stated the main
building had to be connected to the licensed premises. Undeterred,
the owner went out and located a 16 ft. length of 2 x 4. He nailed
one end to the hotel and the other to the shed, thereby conforming
with the regulations of the liquor board.

Back to the clerk in Blue River and the unusual fuel order from the

Red Pass section foreman. The genesis of this mysterious request
had occurred a couple of weeks previous, many miles to the east.
Two intrepid aviators were readying a Fokker Universal at the float
plane base at Cooking Lake Alberta for a flight to Burns Lake BC.

One of the airman was a brash but personable young pilot named
Grant McConachie. His partner, a bush pilot in his own right named
Gil McLaren. The old Fokker was loaded down with mining mate-
rial to the limit and a little beyond, leaving no room for additional
gasoline to refuel en-route. McConachie was unconcerned how-
ever, he had grown up in a railway family and worked at odd rail-
way jobs during the summers so knew where the various section
headquarters were located. He remembered a long lake just east of
Mt. Robson and a little community at its westerly end. Surely some
railway fuel would be available there even if it was tinted a purple
colour to distinguish it from commercial product.

The wind on take off from Cooking Lake was a moderate north
westerly. At Hinton the velocity had increased to assume genuine
down slope proportions and began to impede the progress of the
flight. Over Jasper the pilots scan of the panel occurred at increas-
ing intervals and he passed a note back to his partner in the cabin.
As McConachie banked around Mt. Fitzwilliam both needles were
tilting ominously toward the empty mark. Ahead the emerald wa-
ters of Moose Lake reflecting from between the avalanche strewn
slopes of the Selwyn Range must have presented a welcome sight
indeed.

The railway siding of Rainbow was located at the easterly extrem-
ity of Moose Lake which extended some five miles west to the
community of Red Pass Junction. McConachie set up on final over
Rainbow hoping to get as far down the lake as he could before the
old Fokker gave up the ghost.

The arrival of the two aviators at Red Pass was akin to Lindbergs
landing in Paris, albeit to a somewhat lesser degree. Suffice it to
say, the licensed premises attached to the hotel was the scene of
much celebration and weighty negotiation that night. The next
morning the aircraft which had arrived the night before devoid of
fuel took off refreshed for continuation of its journey to Burns Lake
although the same could not be said of the flight crew.

Later that week the roadmaster returning from Jasper on his track
inspection car passed the Redpass crew working on the switch at
Rainbow. No mention was made of the aerial visitors. On passing
through Red Pass, he noted two empty fuel drums standing by the
section tool house. He stopped and withdrew a black book from
his hip pocket and made a note to himself to inquire about these
empty drums when he got back to Blue River.

The clerk had a ready explanation when questioned. The Albreda

“THE MOMENT OF TRUTH. 12:30 December 11, 1976, and the
Association’s collection is switched into APRA Park. Hidden from view
and actually pushing the train is CN locomotive 4217. In 5 minutes, 9000
will be on her own to complete the move.”

“FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, an APRA locomotive is switching at
APRA Park as 9000 starts 1392 on the last leg of this trip.”

“ENTERING APRA YARD TRACKAGE, 1392 gives a preview of displays
to come. Members giving signals are as cold as they look.”

“THE COLD GROUP - John Murray, Norm Corness, Don Scafe, Earl
Grotzki, Alex Garvin, Harrie Pollard, Paul McGee, Bill McCollum, John
deBleyser, Les Corness, Dec. 11. Photo by Peter Vander Sar.”

ABOVE: “THE COMFORTS OF HOME and a warm broom! Les Corness
sweeps snow from 73 after arrival at APRA Park, Dec. 11, 1976.”

LEFT: “Looking too smug, 9000 basks in the sunshine, its day’s work
complete. Don Scafe covers all glass while Norm Corness drains the
unit.”

Regular monthly APRA Meeting
First Tuesday of each month, 19:15 hours, Eastglen Composite High
School. All members welcome.




